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wi th vibrant colours and pat terns tha t deserved to come to life 
wanted to use i t b u t I d i d n t want to make towels or curtains.I w 
ted to make things to wear!" A n d it was that almost innocent long 
to make things that led to her first Samissone collection, without 
commercial plans, made of just one cloth bag. The big surprise i 
when Teresa began wearing her own designs and realised that "ot 
people liked them. I mean, not everyone would have the couragi 
wear them, bu t they liked t hem and looked at them. T h a t s whe 
discovered the potential of African prints, with ali the energy and 
strength that they transmit." Orders started coming in immedia 
and Samissone has not stopped since - using exclusively African pr. 
as her signature, whether in full pieces or simply in the details. 

She has travelled many times to the continent that feels like hc 
in search of material. Prints from Ruanda, São Tomé, Mozambic 
Senegal and Mali are a constant in her collections due to their cole 
and unmistakable patterns full of symbols. But don't make the mist 
of thinking that Teresa's designs commit the sins of exaggeratior 
eccentricity, as the second pillar of her brand is class. "I like wl 
people show class - sophisticated women. I like good posture, know 
how to hold oneself. But my work never goes over the top." This 
licatebalance is Samissones constant challenge,makingvibrantpr: 
into classic pieces that can be worn by women in Africa or anywf 
else in the world. H e r goal to achieve universality, multiculturali 
leads Teresa to seek inspiration on her traveis, as she creates versa 
pieces at anytime and anywhere but always with African prints. Tr 
ch coats to dresses, shorts and shirts, everything is possible: "Pec 
who wear things that are different, w h o choose unusual pieces can 
singular things. This makes me very happy." 

For a young woman who has been creative and often stubborn fi 
childhood, creating her own brand of clothes is just one part of 
professional plans. Ano the r irresistible challenge is being a costu 
designer. She joined the wardrobe team for the production of Win 
ck. She loved the project. "The team got on really well and there w 
n e w ideas coming u p ali the t ime". Samissone was responsible 
dressing the character Mariza, who not only was almost entirely di 
sed in Samissone designs, but also very much inspired by Teresa hen 
with her proud Mozambican curly hair that had caused her so m 
headaches as a young woman: "I did so many things to my hair t 
my mother says she doesn t know how I still have any hair left". 

But the process of creating a character is very different from t 
of designing a collection because there is a "central line, a seriei 

CHARACTERISTICS O F T H E PRINTS FROM... 
Mozambique 
The only place 
wherethefabric 
is actually called 
a capulana. 
The patterns 
are generally of 
tropical fruit, 
fiowers, savannah 
animais and 
arabesque 
geometric shapes. 
The colours are 
very bright. 

Mali 
Bogolan is a 100% 
white cotton cloth 
that is printed with 
mud.The resulting 

Indonésia 
Oxprint results 
from successive 
prints of different 
colours in layers, 
leading to a result 
that is almost 
indistinguishable 
from the front 
orthe back. 

Congo 
Congolese fabrics 
are extremely 
colourful, even 
fluorescent, but 
their texture 
is less refined. 

Angola 

red and yellow). 
Nowadays, 
variations in 
colours are 
widely available. 
Ruanda 
Bright colours 
predominate 
(orange, red 
and yellow). 
Patterns usually 
depict nostalgic 
scenes outlined 
in blackthat 
are repeated 
throughoutthe 
length of the 
cloth. 


